Environmental & Biological Summer Internship Positions

ECS is a program management entity whose primary focus is financing and deploying EHV systems in North America. ECS and its subsidiary construction related professional service providers are staffed with recognized industry leaders in project planning and execution of large electric transmission projects. ECS, located in Arizona, Nevada, Texas and Wyoming, owns a large “mission critical” fleet of specialized EHV line construction equipment for its subsidiary construction firms, T&D Power and AT Power. Supplementing the construction effort ECS also provides environmental planning and logistics support through its subsidiary, Energy Environmental Group (EEG).

EC Source is currently looking for summer interns to work as Biological/Environmental technicians on a 100 mile transmission line construction project in the Mona to Salt Lake, UT area. Job responsibilities include working with Project Biologists and Environmental Scientists to ensure environmental compliance throughout all phases of transmission line construction. Dependent on the internship position, job duties may include:

- Pre-construction surveying and monitoring of Project sensitivities such as wildlife species, plant species, and water resources
- Installation and implementation of mitigative measures for the protection of environmental resources
- Implementation of Project requirements in accordance with Project plans and permits
- Use of GPS units, basic orienteering and mapping
- Use of four-wheel drive vehicles

Candidate Qualifications:

- B.S. in environmental field of study OR currently pursuing such a degree
- Physically fit and able to work long hours in variable terrain and weather conditions
- Experience with basic computer applications

Benefits:

ECS is offering an internship hourly wage of $8/hour.

To apply:

Please email resume and letter of interest to: enviro@ecsourceservices.com. Please insert ENVIRO INTERN in the SUBJECT LINE of your email.

NOTICE TO ALL CANDIDATES FOR EMPLOYMENT: The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, Public Law 99-603, requires that employers obtain documentation from every new employee which authorizes that individual to accept employment in this country.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER